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Abstract: The article’s research subject concerns soundscape acoustic perception and human
perception. The article aims to support decision-making processes, based on the subjective assessment
of green areas by visitors, allowing modeling of planning strategies in urban green areas. This would
allow creating a friendly soundscape and managing it sustainably. The need to create a musical
landscape can contribute to finding a new function and attractive form for the studied areas now
and in the future. Research carried out for selected city parks in Bydgoszcz (Poland) took into
consideration people’s responses in assessing the soundscape. Surveys conducted in selected parks
provided information on noise sources and how consumers perceive noise during their stay in the
park. A question about feeling described the reception of sound sources’ intensity by respondents
(level of feeling: low, medium, high, and very high). The completed studies allow to “translate”
subjective sound level responses to the numerical values of the correlation using fuzzy cognitive
maps. The implemented scenarios show the possibility of using tools supporting the decision-making
process in urban planning, taking into account existing acoustic conditions.

Keywords: acoustic; soundscape; urban planning; sustainable development; fuzzy cognitive map

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Problems related to excessive noise in urban areas are becoming more and more common.
Continuous exposure to high-level noise can lead to health and psychological problems that directly
threaten public health and well-being [1,2].

Noise is considered as any unwanted, unpleasant, annoying, bothersome, or harmful sounds
of excessive intensity (measured in decibels) that affect the hearing organ, other senses, and other
parts of the body or the whole body [2]. The acoustic signal’s reception depends on the receiving
system’s vulnerability and is as individual as each visitor feature (depending on the state of health,
age, genetic predisposition, and exposure factors). Many authors pay attention to the health effects of
exposure to excessive noise. The physical impact of an acoustic wave, vibration, and resonance can
lead to hearing impairment, neuroendocrine and neurophysiological disorders, and inflammatory
reactions [3–5]. Basner et al. [4] indicate that noise is a more and more frequent disturbance in the
workspace, and there are also threats related to social noise, leading not only to hearing loss but also to
employee efficiency reduction and reduction of cognitive ability in children. Additionally, Lercher
et al. [5], conducting research related to the noise impact on children, pointed out the negative noise
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impact on the development of reading skills by children exposed to chronic noise. Sygna et al. [6]
conducted studies related to the impact of road noise on mental health and sleep quality of people
exposed to it, showing that there is a significant relationship between noise exposure and the level of
symptoms indicative of mental disorders.

Sustainable space management in terms of sound distribution affects the comfort of users. Lack of
environmental care can lead to a decrease in the attractiveness of the environment and constitute an
obstacle to the development of a human-friendly environment. Various approaches and tools are used
for creating a pleasant soundscape.

These can be divided into three groups:

• Objective methods: obtaining information about the soundscape from the analysis of physical
parameters or spectrograms;

• Subjective methods: information about the soundscape is obtained based on questionnaires or
interviews, as well as through on-site observation and assessment;

• Mixed methods: a combination of objective and subjective soundscape analysis techniques [7] (in
his article, Bernat [7] developed a form of map visualization—a mapping of reality—expressed in
the conventional graphic characters language).

An assessment of the soundscape quality is carried out based on observations and recordings
(soundtracks), subjective methods (a semantic difference test, a sound preference test, a mental map,
a questionnaire, interviews), and real ones—acoustic measurements. It provides a basis for an acoustic
design that should ensure the creation of a human-friendly acoustic climate. It is essential, as noted
in [8–10], to indicate an effective procedure that allows for aggregation of results obtained from various
sources, to specify risk in the subjective perception of external stimuli, and to determine the intention
to introduce changes and to make environmentally positive pro-ecological decisions.

1.2. Environmental Noise Policy

The acoustic design process should include site identification and context recognition, setting
acoustic goals, defining “desirable” and “undesirable” sounds, and defining criteria for future
management and design of the environment. Studies show that street-level noise is one of the primary
sources of noise in urban space. It includes various means of transport, human activities, and ambient
sounds, as well as sounds of nature [9,10].

Protection against noise and vibration is included in regulations and action programs in the field
of environmental protection and development. The current acoustic requirements are formulated as
mandatory limit values [11–14]. The authors of [15] describe a common framework for noise assessment
methods as required by the European Union (EU) directives - the assessment and management of
environmental noise [16]. The methods presented in the document recommend a harmonized and
consistent approach to noise assessment from various sources, which are primarily: road traffic, rail
traffic, air traffic, and industry. All EU work and the methods and indications contained in its documents
regarding limit values are intended to broaden public knowledge about excessive noise levels [17]. It
is essential to set limit values because exposure to traffic noise hurts health and well-being, also in
a cultural context—it relates to the global burden of diseases caused by noise [11]. Roswall et al. [12]
conducted a study of long-term noise generated by traffic in Denmark. They showed that excessive
noise, together with environmental pollution, creates a high risk of heart attacks. However, in [13],
they confirmed the relationship between diabetes incidence and noise caused by traffic.

Interestingly, they did not find such a relationship concerning the noise generated by the railway.
Licitra et al. [14] also dealt with the impact of rail noise on the health of residents of Pisa (Italy). Their
research showed that railway noise is repeatedly enhanced in the subjective feelings of exposed people
if vibrations accompany it. Bunn et al. [18] addressed the railway in Brazil, and noticed that this type of
noise pollution in urban areas could be reduced by a maximum of 12 dB by introducing noise control
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(construction of acoustic barriers, deactivation of the horn). Such activities are particularly important
in the vicinity of noise-sensitive facilities (e.g., hospitals, schools, kindergartens).

For industrial noise sources, the requirements are stricter than for road or rail noise. This
differentiation results from subjective assessment—industrial noise is perceived as more onerous
than railway noise with the same level [15,17–20]. Morel et al. [17], when researching noise, found
that the perceived noise caused by traffic is increasing when it is heard in the constant presence of
industrial noise. In [20], a method of measuring noise generated by wind turbines was proposed,
without switching off the wind farm. As noted, background noise and source noise are associated
with wind speed. Whereas Flores et al. [19], who deal with the problem of aviation noise in urban
areas, emphasize that the propagation of noise in urban space is affected by its morphology. According
to researchers, elevation position and U-shaped buildings and streets are particularly crucial for the
propagation of aviation noise in urban areas.

Formal and legal tools used in noise management can be replaced or supplemented with economic
tools. The use of this type of mechanism is part of the sustainable development concept. Acoustic maps
are a graphic presentation of measurements of equivalent sound levels. They show areas threatened
with excessive noise can be determined. That is an objective approach, and on this basis, space is
analyzed and protective measures are taken.

1.3. Noise Perception

However, subjective assessment is rarely taken into account in noise studies. Often, the results of
surveys differ from the conclusions made based on sound level measurements. Przysucha et al. [21]
analyzed four years of noise monitoring of Gdansk from measuring stations located in the vicinity
of various environmental noise sources. They concluded that in environmental noise measurements,
most distributions of noise indicators could be described by mixtures of two normal distributions. For
long-term noise indicators determined based on a small sample, alternative methods should be used,
such as the distribution propagation method or interval arithmetic. Gozalo et al. [22] have shown
that noise is a statistically significant factor that should be taken into account when designing green
areas. He described three basic approaches to studying the acoustic environment and its impact on
people’s daily lives, psychology, and health. The first (“physical”) approach aims to objectively assess
the acoustic environment and compare it with specific sound level reference values (the approach
to noise mapping and the basis of many international regulations and guidelines). The second
(“psychophysical”) approach is to examine the relationship between the sound environment and
human feelings. It assesses the relationship between physical quantities associated with sound and
human responses (the objective variable of “sound level” in terms of “exasperation,” “unpleasantness,”
and “interference”). That is done in order to enable the characterization of aspects that negatively affect
people’s physical and mental well-being. In the third (“perceptive”) approach, the sound landscape
is treated primarily as a source of information and an element of mutual relations between people
and their surroundings. This article presents a method enabling the use of a fuzzy cognitive map, in
which relationships between “mental soundscape” occurrences can be presented, which in turn can be
used to calculate the "impact strength" of these events. Rice at al. [23] investigated the effectiveness of
protected areas in preserving soundscapes and management strategies to ensure continuous protection
of natural sounds in the park’s surroundings. Kogan at al. [24] defined the Green Soundscape Index
(GSI) as a dynamic and complex multidimensional environmental system, which is defined as the ratio
of the perceived natural sounds’ range to street noise.

Acoustic space shaping is based on forming acoustic conditions so that sound stimuli do not
exceed the permissible values and are optimal for human health needs. They should guarantee the
creation of favorable operating conditions and the preservation of so-called acoustic comfort.

The soundscape is defined as the full range of sounds experienced in a given landscape at a given
time, and the way in which people respond to these acoustic signals. Unlike environmental noise
studies, soundscape studies are designed to gather information about the environment (e.g., sound
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sources identification, development, spatial arrangement—alleys and their surface, surroundings) and
about the subjective perception of sounds that are components of this environment. Studies based
on measurements of equivalent sound levels in correlation with feelings can be found in various
articles [25–29].

Cassina at al. [26] proposed a linear model that predicts the tranquility seen in different
environments based on their visual and acoustic characteristics. The model identifies areas that
would have a higher tranquility value than a fixed threshold value and would, therefore, be seen as
quiet. The model can be used as a tool supporting cost-benefit analysis to identify the best compromise
between noise reduction and urban regeneration, referring to the peace felt by users. Kaymaz [28]
described how visual perception affects the perception of the acoustic environment and how the
assessment of the sound landscape depends on the assessment of a specific place.

Aletta et al. [30] described that the key to implementing a landscape approach in urban planning
and design is choosing the right soundscape descriptor and identifying it—most available soundscape
descriptors are perceived as a valid impression. Yang and Moon [31] examined the acoustic properties
of water sounds in order to improve the perception of street noise and demonstrated that the sound of
water affected not only acoustic perception, but also thermal comfort and the overall comfort of the
room environment. A detectable level of water volume was preferred, limiting street noise in the room.
Another study conducted by Meng at al. [32] using the method with dynamic results examined the
impact of sound perception in an urban environment on facial expressions, measured using software
called FaceReader, based on recognizing facial expressions. It can be concluded from this study that
traffic noise caused mimic changes twice as fast as natural sound.

Studies on the subjective perception of sounds are essential for spatial planning. Getting to know
the opinions of visitors can help in the proper management of space, especially in cities. Hence the
aim of the paper: knowing the sources of noise in city parks, based on the subjective assessment of
visitors and objective factors (measurements)—their comparison allows the proper development and
sustainable management of these areas.

1.4. Soundscape Management

The problem of making decisions in spatial planning can be solved with a full availability of
information or with varying degrees of uncertainty. In most cases, in uncertain situations, when
monitoring the effects of decisions and actions taken, fuzzy techniques can be used—in particular
a method based on fuzzy relational, cognitive maps [33]. This method is a soft calculation method
for modeling human knowledge, allowing the aggregation of knowledge from various sources and
taking into account many stakeholders. Therefore, it can support the decision-making process and
affect the achievement of optimal results of the conducted spatial policy in the field of sustainable
socio-economic development [34]. Methods based on fuzzy cognitive maps are used to control and
plan the optimal work of engineering structures [35], to design transfer and financial systems [36],
design intelligent solutions to reduce energy consumption in buildings [36], or to optimize urban
policy development [37]. As emphasized [37,38], Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCM) are a method well
adapted to solving problems related to sustainable urban development. These problems are uncertain,
and the information is usually incomplete and confusing to model and does not lead directly to the
optimal solution. Decision support using fuzzy methods is also successfully used in urban policy
related to urban regeneration [39]. This solution allows the local community to be involved, increase
its awareness, and take into account its expectations. It can be seen that the blurred contribution to
the decision system and planning processes drives sustainable urban regeneration and can be used to
transform urban green areas (parks).

One of the more frequently used diagnostic tools that allow describing the situation of exposure
to noise is noise maps. They have two primary disadvantages: the indicators are used to take into
account only one acoustic factor and are not able to indicate connections between the factors. In this
context, the approach using fuzzy cognitive maps presented in the article fills the gap in the knowledge
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of decision support systems used in spatial planning, also carried out in parks, taking into account
the noise felt by users of the space. The approach used is innovative because the fuzzy assessment
method is used in spatial planning and decision support in green areas. That is particularly important
because park users can only express their feelings related to noise in a fuzzy manner. At the same time,
the feelings described by users are subjective, which makes it difficult to express them on a numerical
scale. The use of fuzzy cognitive maps allows building a mathematical and IT model that can project
systemic factors and cause-and-effect implementations between them, taking into account interactions
and changes like relationships [33]. The proposed approach aims to support decision-making processes
and to better order environmental problems related to noise in the context of future activities allowing
modeling of planning strategies and development of green areas in urban areas.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Three parks located in the center of Bydgoszcz were selected to assess the soundscape:

• The Kazimierz Wielki Park (area: 2.24 ha);
• The Jan Kochanowski Park (area 3.15 ha);
• The Wincenty Witos Folks Park (area 6.42 ha) (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The studied park localization (map - ArcGIS software).

The first park was created in the 17th century. That is the oldest park in Bydgoszcz. Initially,
the park was a part of the Sisters of St. Clare garden. In 1835, the authorities transformed the park into
the Regierungs Garten belonging to the Regency headquarters. In the years 1900–1901, the park was
made available to residents. In 1945 the park was named in honor of King Kazimierz Wielki (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Kazimierz Wielki Park (map [40]).

The sound space in the Kazimierz Wielki Park is primarily influenced by traffic (especially by
trams), people (conversations, sounds from the playground), sounds from the nearby church and
high school (bell), and natural sounds (fountain, leaf noise). The material of the pavement’s surface is
concrete (cobblestone) and stone. Based on the noise map of Bydgoszcz, noise penetration into the
park can be noticed only from the north. It is related to the tram traffic on Gdańska Street. The noise
level is 55–60 dB—the permissible level for this type of area is 65 dB—therefore there is no exceeding
of the permissible standards. The park is surrounded by old brick buildings—tenements that affect the
penetration and distribution of noise in the park. Another park, the Jan Kochanowski Park (Figure 3),
set up in 1901, is an example of the English style by Konrad Neuman. The park is located in a "music
district" of Bydgoszcz, and the concrete pavement (cobblestone) alleys system has a rounded shape.

Figure 3. Jan Kochanowski Park (map [40]).

The following sound sources characterize Jan Kochanowski Park: traffic (cars), people
(conversations, sounds from the playground), sounds from the nearby music school, and natural
sounds (fountain "Light–Sound", leaf noise). The acoustic map analysis shows penetration of road
noise into the park from the northeast and east at a level of 55–65 dB—the limit of the permissible level.
Buildings surround the park from the southwest. Further on, the park is bordered by streets with
average traffic (about 3000/day) and bus traffic (about 180/day).
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The Wincenty Witos Folk Park was founded on the site of an Evangelical United Commune
cemetery around 1952. The cemetery, established in 1778, was the oldest and most significant in the
city. In 1927, the Polish authorities took the initiative to close the cemetery, which was executed in 1945.
Works on closing the cemetery lasted from 1951 to 1952, and following these a city park was created
over the area (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Wincenty Witos Folks Park (map [40]).

Wincenty Witos Folk Park is an area bordering busy streets from the northeast and southwest,
with high traffic and public transport (about 13,000 vehicles per day). The noise penetration into the
park from the street side is significant (the sound level reaches 70 dB) and covers the whole area. Sound
sources in addition to traffic noise are people (conversations, sounds from the playground), a tennis
court, and natural sounds (leaf noise). The selected parks have similar features—location, function,
and many social activities, as well as landscapes. The differences include their sizes and surroundings:
historic buildings, a neighborhood of main streets. A fuzzy cognitive map is an interesting way of
representing the relationships between structure and the system’s behavior that comprise this structure
itself. The crucial elements of a cognitive map include:

• Several vertices;
• Several arches, edges, and loops;
• Line density—thickness of connections between vertices;
• The average value of connections (Figure 5).

Figure 5. The overlapping maps scheme on a grouped background.
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In the FCM data analysis, methods are based on graph theory. The maps develop intuitively,
offering a mapping of the cognitive model of components based on information from both individuals
and experts [41].

The park area was assessed using the results of questionnaires and a tool for Fuzzy Cognitive
Maps (FCM) generation—Mental Modeler—based on the data from an acoustic map and surveys.

The equivalent sound level measurements were made during the summer season both on
workdays and holidays. The acoustic data were collected using an approved sampling technique. In
this technique, the total duration of the measurement was part of the reference time range, which was
selected to take into account the variability of noise emissions and the intensity of movement of people
visiting the park. The measuring stands were located on the park borders. The noise measurements
were carried out under conditions not exceeding the following limits:

• Temperatures from –10 to 40 ◦C;
• Humidity from 25% to 98%;
• Average wind speed of up to 5 m/s;
• Atmospheric pressure from 940 to 1060 hPa [42].

The received noise values are only referenced values for comparative analyses with the survey
results. Surveys were carried out at the same time (parallel with measurement) on a group of 50 people
visiting the park (also in the summer season).

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Surveys: Sounding

Surveys provide information about the subjective perception of heard sounds. Based on sound
level measurements in a given area, it is possible to determine possible exceedances of this level with the
values contained in the standards. However, if such exceedances are not found, there are no grounds
for any protective measures in the studied area. Since the parks are places of rest and recreation,
and the visitors can feel the harmful noise occurring there, it becomes expedient to conduct appropriate
surveys on this subject. This study should be aimed at finding the answer to the question to what
extent noises not included in the standards, but occurring in the park, affect the park’s acoustic climate,
and if visitors perceive them as disturbing or insignificant. The main surveys questions concerned:

• The type of sound sources felt—the respondents chose from the following types of noise: cars,
trams, buses, adults, children, fountain, leaf noise, and other (mention which ones);

• The level of felt noise—low, medium, high, and very high.

The respondents’ particulars contained information on the sex (male, female), age (4 ranges: under
25 years; 25–45 years; 46–65 years; and over 65 years), place of residence (city, village). The survey had
an anonymous clause and information about the purpose of the tests. These sources were grouped
into four classes, and the results were collected and summarized.

2.2.2. Surveys: Fuzzy Analysis

Emotional states and cognitive (perceptual) functions are closely related and are two inseparable
elements of the functioning of the human body. The impact of emotions increases gradually as the
connection between cognitive mechanisms and emotional states arise. Based on correlation studies, it
is known that the most critical dimensions in the emotional assessment of perception are arousal and
pleasure, and affective significance is usually revealed in the use of emotional terms for individual
elements of the environment by people [30]. Perez-Martinez and Torija [43] confirmed in their article
the hypothesis of the study that regardless of the complexity of sound sources that make up a given
acoustic environment, the perceived quality of the soundscape is driven primarily by the subjective
assessment of dominant sounds.
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To examine the impact of individual audiovisual information sources on the overall satisfaction of
urban space in humans and reveal significant audio and visual interactions, Jeon and Jo [44] subjectively
assessed several factors, including perceived audiovisual elements, audiovisual semantic attributes,
and satisfaction.

The research development on place learning has contributed to the definition of the cognitive map
as a perceptual representation of space, arising based on environmental indicators and expectations
that are the basis of learning ways and achieving goals. Indeed, all cognitive maps contain errors
because most people are not experts in drawing/creating them. So the reflection of reality is neither
precise nor too simple. Most of the environment maps are incomplete, most often familiar elements are
shown, and the abandoned objects never go unnoticed or are not part of the learning process. Shapes
and proportions are deformed. Maps are also often enriched by elements resulting from subjective
experience. Therefore, in this study, a Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) was used, which is a mental
model represented by a two-way graph of nodes (variables or concepts) and connections between
nodes, where the strength of the connection indicates the perception of the impact of two concepts by
interested parties [45].

Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCM) are a sophisticated form of data collection. They can be a way to
assess the qualitative perception of noise/sounds. Fuzzy cognitive maps are used to study the structure
and behavior of complex systems and interactions between concepts. They are often the basis for
starting the initial stages of integrated assessment, e.g., complex environmental problems, as described
by Vasslides and Jensen [46]. For the analysis of data contained in FCM, methods based on graph
analysis are used, and the structure of a single FCM can be presented as a square adjacency matrix.
The FCM transforms into an adhesion matrix that represents all concepts presented in the conceptual
model. The advantage of the used approach is the ability to change the matrix based on changes
introduced by experts in the cognitive map.

The use of FCM has a wide range. In [47], the possibility of using the method to assess factors
influencing the perception of nuisance caused by mining exploitation is shown. The authors used
an expert group that developed a model for the impact of mining on society and the landscape.
Researches [48,49] and [50] presented the concept of the FCM network for modeling ecological systems,
functions, and services, also combining the opinions of various experts. Skiba [51] presented a similar
approach in applying to urban planning. A decision support system based on fuzzy logic was
created for planning construction investments and is presented in [51]. Consequently, the assessment
of the quality of the soundscape seems to be the assessment where the application of FCM-based
modeling, i.e., techniques for human imaging interaction with the environment in socio-ecological
systems, seems most suitable [41,51]. This article uses the fuzzy logic model design and prediction
tool—the Mental Modeler. The software used allows integrating various types of knowledge from
different stakeholders to make decisions and to create and test solution scenarios to determine the
results of the proposed solutions [41]. Cognitive mapping is a proven method of studying individual
cognition. It is a theoretical graphic representation and analysis technique that has been used to study
decisions, organizational cognition, and strategy. Often, cognitive maps can connect with many types of
relationships, but “factor maps” are most commonly used because they represent causal relationships
between concepts in various converted data. In this case, Mental Modeler was used to analyze
users’ feelings, decisions, and environmental behavior in park areas. The Mental Modeler consists of
three primary user interfaces. A concept-mapping interface provides space for model building and
parameterizes the model structure in the format required for FCM analysis. A matrix interface explains
the structural properties of the cognitive map. A scenario interface allows stakeholders to run and
compare system changes under various potential scenarios and allows the re-reviewing and validating
models in the concept-mapping interface in the view of new information [41].
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3. Results

For the analyzed parks, the sound sources are grouped into four groups. The traffic connects
the sounds of cars, buses, and trams, and the human factor is the sounds of adults and children;
nature is the sound of leaves and the sound of water (fountain) and others (e.g., activities in the park).
The structure of responses is collected and summarized in Table 1. It shows the general tendency to
feel sounds occurring in a given park.

Table 1. Subjective visitors’ sound perception.

Sound Sources Kazimierz Wielki
Park [%]

Jan Kochanowski
Park [%]

Wincenty Witos
Folks Park [%] Mean Value [%]

Traffic 47 53 56 52
Human factor 33 24 24 27

Nature 8 5 6 6
Other 12 18 14 15

Figure 6 presents a structural graph of sound perception in selected city parks based on the mean
values of the subjective reception of sounds (Table 1).

Figure 6. Average subjective sound perception.

Because those three parks are comparable and display similar features that shape the soundscape,
an aggregated cognitive map based on the survey could be produced. Uncertain causal knowledge is
stored in a fuzzy map mark, where the nodes represent variable phenomena, transforming weighted
and summed input data into numerical data, analogous to the artificial neuron model (Table 2
and Figure 7).

Table 2. Subjective visitors’ sound perception (correlation coefficient).

Noise Bus Tram Car Greenery Water Children Adults Neighborhood Pavement

Noise –0.64 –0.53 –0.55
Bus 0.79 0.44 –0.24

Tram 0.73 0.53 –0.44
Car 0.97 0.23 0.52 –0.42 –0.42 –0.55

Greenery 0.39 –0.56 –0.62 –0.29 0.50
Water 0.47 –0.39 0.59

Children 0.70
Adults 0.33

Neighborhood 0.35 –0.46 –0.26
Pavement –0.41
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Figure 7. Fuzzy cognitive map for the “noise in the city park” conception (own elaboration on the basis
of Mental Modeler software).

Scenarios were made for the resulting cognitive maps. Interactions between the factors are
presented as negative or positive graphs with variable values. The concepts in FCM are equivalent to
neurons and are nonlinear functions that transform activated pathways ("causes") into values in the set
[–1.1]. A correct solution for conflicting and no-conflicting interests is to create scenarios presenting
the possible effects for various options (even opposite) as support for spatial decisions. Scenarios
are a useful tool for assessing the potential consequences of selections [41,45,49]. The bar diagram
indicates how components can react in a given scenario.

In building the scenarios, factors influencing the spread of noise in park areas were taken into
account. The first scenario shows the changes resulting from the reduction of the communication
factor—car, tram, and bus (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Scenario for the map “noise in the city parks”—with diminution of traffic factors (car, tram,
bus) (own elaboration with use Mental Modeler).

Emphasizing the reduction of the traffic factor in the management of urban park space, the effect
of noise protection factors—greenery—is strengthened. The attractiveness of the neighborhood—the
areas around the parks—is also increasing. And finally, the noise level decreased.

The second scenario (Figure 9) concerns the analysis related to the reduction of the greenery factor.
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Figure 9. Scenario for the map “noise in the city parks”—with diminution factor of greenery (own
elaboration with use of the Mental Modeler).

This situation caused a significant increase in the communication factor. The attractiveness of the
park decreased and it affected the neighborhood. The third-factor analysis concerned the strengthening
of greenery (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Scenario for the map “noise in the city parks”—strengthening the factor of greenery (own
elaboration with use Mental Modeler).

Strengthening the greenery component meant that the impact of traffic significantly decreased.
However, the value of the neighborhood increased. An area without excessive noise gains value.
Subsequently, other scenarios can be performed, highlighting one or more components. On this basis,
planning decisions can be made to improve the quality of the studied areas.

4. Discussion

The shaping of the environment in terms of acoustics is based on forming such acoustic conditions
that are optimal for the needs of human health and activity. The methods of combating noise can
be divided into administrative–organizational–legal and technical. The former is based on relevant
normative acts, and the latter is based on the use of measures to reduce excessive noise (for example,
shielding). Proper space modeling can be considered an indispensable component of good management.
Environment perception is different than the perception of an individual element as:

• Elements of the environment are diverse and complex—perception takes time;
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• The size of the environment—a larger system means a more complex system;
• The environment as a surrounding—perception from the inside;
• The visitors should have navigational skills in the perception of the environment;
• Human contact with the environment takes place for a specific aim—spatial information related

to the visitor’s aim is selected [52,53].
• Environmental audience and visual responses can generally be classified as:
• Cognitive (related to knowledge and understanding);
• Emotional (related to feelings, attitudes, and emotions);
• Behavioral (associated with changes in a viewer’s behavior);
• Physiological (biological or physical effects on the observer’s body) [23,34].
• Studies [54,55] have shown that landscape features that affect sound perception are:
• Landform;
• Vegetation;
• Proximity to the sound source.

Authors [1,25,26,54–58] have shown that the foreground and background sounds affect the
perception of the environment differently. It is the background noise that correlates with space
perception. It has also been shown that in the urban environment, sounds’ multitude influences the
perception of sounds—if there are a lot, it seems to the users that it is quieter [25], especially in the
recreational and leisure areas in the summer season.

Figure 11 below characterizes sound space well in relation to urban and rural areas, in correlation
with sound frequency, surroundings, and the human factor.

Figure 11. The sound–space dependence (own elaboration based on [59]).

Emissions of high-frequency noise and accumulation of anthropogenic sources are observed in the
urban environment, while they decreasing outside the city and in the natural environment. Additionally,
attention should be paid to sound events that disappear in cities and are imperceptible (the sound
accumulation of different sound sources), while in the natural environment they are an essential factor
in the perception of the soundscape. The subjective feeling and sensitivity of a person to noise depends
on their physiological predispositions and the characteristics of the sound. Certain sounds can both
create a pleasant or a nuisance experience. That is due to the individual characteristics of each person,
such as age, health, mood and sensitivity, and mental resilience. Additionally, the annoyance caused
by the noise increases if a sound appears unexpectedly and from an unknown source. A sound is
perceived differently by its producer and differently by its visitor. Introducing natural sounds into
the sound landscape (e.g., water noise, birdsong) to mask urban sounds can significantly improve
their acoustic comfort. This approach should be an essential strategy for designing green areas in
urban areas to improve the well-being of those residing there [60–63]. Also, the authors [64,65] indicate
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that landscape architects should, in their design work, take into account such aspects as the acoustic
properties of materials, the possibility of masking, or introducing elements of small architecture with
the functions of "white noise." As was emphasized in [64–66], the reduction of noise level only using
legal regulations does not always have the expected economic and environmental effect. Therefore, it
is imperative that the acoustic environment, especially in urban parks, is properly analyzed [64–67]. In
the analysis of Bydgoszcz parks, it is noteworthy that a human factor appears in the sound perception
(visitors disturb other visitors). Each park has a separate playground area. In each of the parks,
the respondents noticed the children making noise, and while in smaller parks (Kazimierz Wielki and
Jan Kochanowski), it was the leading source of noise, in the Wincenty Witos Folk Park this feature
was also noted. In this case, further analysis of surveys based on information on the age of visitors
seems to be necessary. Traffic is the leading factor in each of the surveys. It should be remembered,
however, that the information obtained from surveys is descriptive, “fuzzy” information. Therefore,
the use of the fuzzy cognitive map tool is justified and provides information about the dependencies
between perception and measurements. A scenario can be built based on the aggregated models. In
the case of the scenario for small parks, it can be seen that the amplification of natural sound factors
mostly affects the sound space by its sonic strengthening. However, these are the sounds that cause the
so-called “white noise”, which is desirable for the health of visitors. In the second scenario, for a more
extensive, popular folk park, the strengthening of nature’s sounds weakens other sound-forming
factors. Therefore, in a larger area, sounds from natural sources have a more significant impact on
soundscape shaping. The analysis using the FCM tool is practical and can be helpful in discussions on
improving the acoustic climate of city parks.

5. Conclusions

Functional zones of the city correspond to various zones of activity of residents. Each of them
has different sources, and noise levels are perceived differently in each of them. Parks, as one of the
essential components of the natural and cultural environment, are areas of particular importance for
satisfying the needs of residents and improving their quality of life. They favor social contacts due to
their location and functional and spatial features.

The perception of the sound quality accompanying various phenomena and their characteristics
(pitch, tone, intensity, consonance) leads to a sharper perception of the outer world. City parks, despite
the concentration of a large number of sound stimuli in their areas, are treated by visitors as a kind of “rest
oasis.” This study draws attention to the relationship between the types of sounds and their perception.
The relationships between the individual components (communication sounds, human factor, natural
factor, and others) were analyzed and visualized using fuzzy cognitive maps. The resulting scenarios
provide the basis for effective management of these areas. Space management processes based on
people’s preferences give a complete view of the perceived environment. Understanding the sources of
noise in an existing park can result in relevant entries in spatial plans. In small parks it is more difficult
to separate the quieter areas from the louder ones, but in larger parks it is possible to separate them.

Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCM) allow us to study the role and meaning of concepts in the general
public’s perception of a soundscape employing dynamic simulations and thus to highlight the
factors that cause differences in perception. The construction of scenarios presenting the possible
effects for various options (even opposing) as support for spatial decisions seems to be an excellent
solution to conflicting interests in the participation process. Understanding the soundscape shaping
process means the possibility of using public participation in its planning process. Scenarios are
a useful tool for assessing the consequences of potential choices. The soundscape is treated as
a multidimensional whole based on a complex interaction between the sound source, the environment,
and humans. Complex relationships between objective and subjective quantities (correlation of
sound sources with the environment and with the subjective assessment) can take place through
a semantic differential test (questionnaire) or psychoacoustic indicators and statistical analysis and
cluster analysis. A logistic regression model is also used to study the relationship between objective
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acoustic indicators and subjective descriptions of the urban soundscape. By using FCM to aggregate
subjective noise assessments, this work provides an alternative approach to evaluating the urban
acoustic environment [22,68–70].

Information about sound level values concerning visitors’ feelings can effectively support spatial
development plans so that the local community accepts them. Quoting D.W. Meining: “ . . . space
consists not only of what our eyes see but also of what fits our head”. In the case of a soundscape,
an auditory impression should also be added to this statement. The claim that noise creates a
soundscape is valid, but this creation is primarily associated with its subjective perception. If the
park’s architecture is to create an acoustically friendly space, that perception should be investigated
and interpreted.

The widely used methodology, classification, and qualitative assessment of the soundscape
according to quantitative criteria, seem to be a simplification because they omit the entire sphere of
interactions and connections between man and the landscape. Trying to keep up with new perception
theories and methods of information development, a method of objectifying perceptual impressions
can be found in the form of easily applied cognitive FCM maps. This approach enabling the creation
of alternative and predictive scenarios for supporting spatial decisions may prove to be a right and
forward-looking approach.
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